Pre-dinner animal fun with a Zoo-happy Hour!

Groups can enjoy an area in the Zoo from 6:00 to 8:00 pm with an animal experience for only $1,700. This Zoo "niqueness" includes area rental, security, tables and chairs, animal(s) in that area on display at a Zookeeper chat at 6:30 pm.

Locations

**TROPICS — inside cocktail reception**
Tropics is full of excitement with animals and plants from the rainforest; additional seating is available at Tuxedo Grill. Zookeepers will demonstrate training techniques of one of these jungle friends. *Capacity is dependent on related activities.*

**SEA LIONS — outside**
Sea lion area hosts the amazing antics of sea lions; additional seating is available at Tuxedo Grill. This includes the extremely popular 15 minute Sea Lion Splash show. *Capacity is dependent on related activities.*

**POLAR BEAR PASSAGE — inside/outside cocktail reception**
Polar Bear Passage can host your next indoor/outdoor social hour with a Zookeeper chat on how to train a polar bear. *Limited capacity indoors in the passage and the nearby lobby; additional guests can be accommodated outdoors.*

**HELBZBERG PENGUIN PLAZA — inside cocktail reception or banquet style**
Helzberg Penguin Plaza is waiting for your flock! Watch as penguins torpedo through the water and listen as Zookeepers share what it is like to care for our feathered black and white friends. *Capacity is dependent on related activities.*

**LOBBY/GAZEBO — inside/outside cocktail reception**
Lobby/Gazebo includes an up close encounter with 3–4 small mammals, reptiles and amphibians or river otter chat.

**ORANGUTAN CANOPY — outside cocktail reception**
Meet our orangutans and listen as zoo keepers demonstrate training behaviors.

$1,000 each additional hour until 11:00 pm. Work with a Zoo preferred caterer on your menu selections. Bar options provided by Kansas City Zoo.

*Additional fees apply for linens and extra rentals.*